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Abstract: Soft supersymmetry breaking terms were recently derived for type IIB string

flux compactifications with all moduli stabilised. Depending on the choice of the discrete

input parameters of the compactification such as fluxes and ranks of hidden gauge groups,

the string scale was found to have any value between the TeV and GUT scales. We study

the phenomenological implications of these compactifications at low energy. Three realistic

scenarios can be identified depending on whether the Standard Model lies on D3 or D7

branes and on the value of the string scale. For the MSSM on D7 branes and the string scale

between 1012 GeV and 1017 GeV we find that the LSP is a neutralino, while for lower scales

it is the stop. At the GUT scale the results of the fluxed MSSM are reproduced, but now

with all moduli stabilised. For the MSSM on D3 branes we identify two realistic scenarios.

The first one corresponds to an intermediate string scale version of split supersymmetry.

The second is a stringy mSUGRA scenario. This requires tuning of the flux parameters

to obtain the GUT scale. Phenomenological constraints from dark matter, (g − 2)µ and

BR(b → sγ) are considered for the three scenarios. We provide benchmark points with the

MSSM spectrum, making the models suitable for a detailed phenomenological analysis.
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1. Introduction

The minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) has been subject to a vast amount

of study during the past decades. Our ignorance of the mechanism of supersymmetry

(SUSY) breaking as well as the messenger mechanism allows for a large number of free

parameters and therefore different experimental signatures of supersymmetric models (for

a review see [1]) .

Detailed studies regarding the concrete low energy spectrum and interactions have to

be performed on very specific models. A handful of benchmark points were chosen [2, 3] in

order to extract low energy implications that can be eventually contrasted with experiment.

It is however desirable to have a top-down derivation of soft supersymmetry breaking terms,

obtained from a fundamental theory such as string theory. This would provide a more

robust theoretical motivation for selecting particular benchmark points.

Until recently this task was not fully possible because there were no explicit derivations

of soft SUSY breaking terms from string theory (see, for example, [4]). Even though some

general scenarios were identified, such as dilaton and moduli domination, there were no

proper models in which all moduli were stabilised after SUSY breaking. Dramatic progress

has been achieved in recent years regarding moduli stabilisation in flux compactifications.

In the type IIB context these have been investigated in detail, with the result that a

large class of moduli are stabilised by turning on fluxes of antisymmetric tensor fields.
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The remaining moduli, including the volume of the compact space, can be stabilised by

nonperturbative effects, such as in the KKLT mechanism [5] and related generalisations.

Studies of soft SUSY breaking terms from fluxes were performed recently by several

groups [6]. The phenomenological implications were explored in ref. [7]. However, these

studies, while fixing all the complex structure moduli and the dilaton, did not stabilise the

volume-like moduli. In the KKLT scenario the rest of the moduli are stabilised but the

effect of SUSY breaking by fluxes is washed out by nonperturbative effects. The source

of SUSY breaking is then the least understood part of the scenario corresponding to the

introduction of explicit soft breaking from anti D3 branes. Furthermore, in this scenario, it

has not been possible to perform a proper analysis of soft terms in concrete models due to

technical complications in the stabilisation process. A phenomenological analysis of models

inspired by the KKLT scenario was recently performed in [8 – 12].

Fortunately, a generalisation of the KKLT scenario was constructed recently [13],

henceforth referred to as the large volume scenario, in which, for half of the Calabi-Yau

compactifications, all moduli are stabilised. The salient feature of these models is that the

Calabi-Yau volume is generically exponentially large, allowing for a range of values for the

string scale (from TeV to the GUT scale). This is to be contrasted with the KKLT case in

which the volume has only a logarithmic dependence on flux parameters and it is difficult to

obtain a weakly coupled (large volume) model. Another important feature is that only one

of the Kähler moduli is stabilised at a large value, whereas all others are1 & 1. In ref. [14],

masses of both bulk and brane moduli were explicitly computed. The moduli masses are

dependent on two parameters - the Calabi-Yau volume, V, which is expected to be large,

and the flux superpotential W0 which is generically O(1). Furthermore, unlike the original

KKLT version, the 1/V expansion allows for explicit control of the calculation of the soft

breaking terms. These were derived in ref. [14] for the Calabi-Yau compactifications that

admit the exponentially large volume minimum.

In this article we make a study of the phenomenological implications of the different

scenarios that emerge from this general class of string compactifications. We will identify

three semi-realistic scenarios as follows.

1. Generalised Fluxed MSSM. If the Standard Model lies on D7 branes, the discrete

input parameters allow for string scales between the intermediate 109GeV and the

GUT scales. The models generically suffer from the cosmological moduli problem

and smaller string scales (< 1011GeV) tend to lead to a stop lightest supersymmetric

particle (LSP) instead of a neutralino. To leading order in 1/V expansion, the GUT

scale case reproduces the fluxed MSSM [15].

2. Intermediate Scale Split SUSY. If the Standard Model lives on a set of D3 branes, the

scalar masses are naturally many orders of magnitude heavier than gaugino masses

and for an intermediate string scale gaugino masses are of order TeV. Standard fine

tuning is then needed to keep the Higgs light as in the split supersymmetry scenario.

Thus we provide a stringy realisation of split SUSY.

1Unless units are explicitly specified, we use string-scale units ms = 1.
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3. Stringy mSUGRA. Tuning the value of the flux superpotential W0 it is possible to

obtain a string scale of order the GUT scale and all soft-breaking terms of the same

order as in the standard mSUGRA scenario. Again, this provides a stringy realisation

of this popular scenario.

In each case we perform an RG flow to low energies and impose phenomenological

constraints from dark matter, (g − 2)µ and BR(b → sγ). Since the third scenario has

been largely explored, we only provide detailed analysis for models within the first two

scenarios, selecting benchmark points in which the full low-energy spectrum is computed.

In the rest of the article we describe each of these scenarios, starting with a brief overview

of the results in [14].

2. Moduli stabilisation, masses and scales

Here we will mention the relevant properties of the KKLT/large volume compactifications

that will be needed for the analysis of soft breaking terms.

Type IIB string models have the following bosonic spectrum of massless fields in 10d:

the metric gMN , two rank-two antisymmetric tensors BMN , CMN , a complex dilaton/axion

scalar S = e−φ + ia and a rank-four antisymmetric tensor with self-dual field strength. A

typical string compactification is determined by the following procedure:

• First turn on a background value of the metric to split the spacetime into our 4d

spacetime and six extra compact dimensions which are taken to be a Calabi-Yau

orientifold in order to preserve N = 1 supersymmetry in 4d. The Calabi-Yau space

is characterised by the number of two-cycles and their dual four-cycles, as well as the

number of three-cycles. The sizes of these cycles are in general arbitrary. They define

the Kähler structure moduli T for the size of the four and two cycles and complex

structure moduli U for the size of the three cycles. These moduli correspond to the

internal components of the metric which in the 4d effective field theory appear as

a set of massless scalar fields, clearly in contradiction with experiment. Fixing the

vacuum expectation value of these fields while providing them a mass is the problem

of moduli stabilisation in string theory.

• Turning on the other bosonic fields in the spectrum helps stabilise the complex struc-

ture moduli by the standard requirement of flux quantisation of the field strength of

rank-two antisymmetric tensors. This also fixes the vacuum expectation values of the

dilaton/axion field. Fluxes modify the geometry but in type IIB string theory the

remnant space is a warped Calabi-Yau which is conformally equivalent to a Calabi-

Yau. Therefore the usual properties of Calabi-Yau spaces can still be used in flux

compactifications. This is not the case for the other string theories, such as the type

IIA or heterotic string.

• These models generically have D-branes. D3 and D7 branes can be introduced while

preserving supersymmetry. These play an important role because it is on the D-

branes that the Standard Model can live. Branes cannot be introduced arbitrarily

– 3 –
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because of consistency (tadpole cancellation) conditions requiring the total charge

of a given D-brane type to vanish due to the compactness of the internal manifold.

We can consider the Standard Model matter being on either the D7 or D3 branes.

There can also be hidden sector D3/D7 branes. These can induce non-perturbative

superpotentials for the Ta fields (Wnp ∼ e−aT ), completing the geometric moduli

stabilisation process. Other moduli, corresponding to the position of the D7 branes

within the Calabi-Yau manifold, can also be determined by the combined flux and

non-perturbative superpotentials.

• The previous procedure usually fixes the moduli with a negative value of the cosmo-

logical constant. There are several proposals for lifting the minimum of the scalar po-

tential to a zero or positive vacuum energy, such as the inclusion of anti D3 branes [5],

D-terms [16], IASD fluxes [17], etc.

Only after all moduli have been stabilised is a vacuum obtained for which the physical

properties of the particles (in particular the soft SUSY breaking terms) in the spectrum

may be analysed. Therefore, phenomenological analysis relies heavily on moduli stabilisa-

tion. In the past, it was simply assumed that moduli were stabilised, without providing a

mechanism.

In the KKLT scenario and recent modifications moduli stabilisation is possible. We will

consider the large volume scenario described in the introduction since it allows for explicit

minima of the scalar potential at large enough volumes to trust the effective field theory

treatment. An important property of this scenario is that, contrary to the KKLT case, the

main source of supersymmetry breaking are the fluxes and not the ad hoc introduction of

anti D3 branes or D-terms.

The input parameters are:

1. The flux superpotential W0. It depends on combinations of integers determined by

the fluxes. Statistically it can take any value but very small values (∼ 10−11) are

difficult to obtain. This is usually described as ‘fine-tuning’ of flux superpotentials.

2. The string coupling constant gs. This corresponds to the vacuum expectation value

(vev) of the dilaton field S and it is determined by the fluxes. Values of order 1/10

are easy to obtain.

3. The volume of the Calabi-Yau V which is a combination of the T moduli. It is

determined primarily by an exponential dependence on the rank of the hidden sector

gauge group and the string coupling constant.

4. Warp factors of the metric at the location of the D branes. These play a role in

tuning the minimum to de Sitter space. They may also play a role in redshifting

scales in the Standard Model brane.

The string scale and the gravitino mass are determined in terms of W0 and V by

ms =
gs√
4πV

MP , (2.1)
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Quantity Order of magnitude

Scalar masses mi
g2

s

(V)7/6
W0MP

Gaugino masses MD3
g2

s
(V)2

W0MP

Scalar trilinear coupling A g2
s

(V)4/3
W0MP

µ-term µ̂ g2
s

(V)4/3
W0MP

B term µ̂B g2
s

(V)7/3
W0MP

Table 1: Soft terms for D3 branes (AMSB contributions not included).

m3/2 =
g2
sW0√
4πV

MP , (2.2)

respectively. Here gs denotes the string coupling and MP = 2.4 × 1018GeV is the reduced

Planck mass. Table 1 shows the dependence of D3 soft terms on W0 and V.

In the original KKLT model the value of W0 had to be very small (typically of order

10−4 − 10−11) in order to obtain a minimum within the supergravity approximation. In

the scenario of [13, 14], this is not needed and moduli can be stabilised with the generic

case W0 ≈ 1. There is, however, still some freedom to tune W0 in order to explore possible

realistic models.

Table 2 shows the masses of bulk moduli for a range of string scales, as derived in

[14]. W0 is taken to be equal to 1. Note that complex structure and most of the Kähler

moduli, τs, have masses comparable to the gravitino mass, while the modulus with the

exponentially large value τb is much lighter.

There are a few constraints on the scalar moduli masses which restrict the allowable

range of string scales. Firstly, there are fifth force constraints excluding gravitationally

coupled scalars lighter than about 10−4eV. There is also the cosmological moduli prob-

lem [18 – 20] which states that the universe might be overclosed if moduli masses are in the

range 10−7GeV < m < 104GeV. The lightest modulus in the scenario is τb whose mass

behaves as V−3/2. Setting its mass equal to the lowest allowed by fifth force constraints,

we get a lower bound on the string scale of about 108GeV. However, for this case the

masses of the other bulk moduli are such that the cosmological moduli problem might be

relevant. The string scale for which all bulk moduli are heavier than 104 GeV is around

ms = 7.7 × 1012GeV.

Table 3 shows the values of D3 brane soft breaking terms and the gravitino mass for

a range of allowed string scales ms. Results for D7 soft parameters are not shown since

they are all of the same order as the gravitino mass. The estimates of anomaly mediated

SUSY breaking (AMSB) contributions are obtained as the gravitino mass multiplied by a

loop suppression factor. This will later be shown to be too naive an estimate, at least for

gaugino masses.
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String scale ms complex structure, τs τb (lightest bulk modulus)

103GeV 1.5 × 10−11 2.2 × 10−25

105GeV 1.5 × 10−7 2.2 × 10−19

107GeV 1.5 × 10−4 2.2 × 10−13

109GeV 15 2.2 × 10−7

1011GeV 1.5 × 105 0.22

1013GeV 1.5 × 109 2.2 × 105

1015GeV 1.5 × 1013 2.2 × 1011

Table 2: Bulk moduli masses for a range of string scales assuming W0 ∼ 1. All of the masses are

in GeV.

ms m3/2 D3 D3 D3 AMSB AMSB

GeV GeV scalars gauginos A-terms scalar gaugino

1010 1500 7.8 3.2 × 10−11 0.041 21 19

1011 150 × 103 1.7 × 103 3.2 × 10−7 19 2.1 × 103 1.9 × 103

1012 1.5 × 107 3.6 × 105 0.003 8.9 × 103 2.1 × 105 1.9 × 105

1013 1.5 × 109 7.8 × 107 32 4 × 106 2.1 × 107 1.9 × 107

1014 1.5 × 1011 1.7 × 1010 3.2 × 105 1.9 × 109 2.1 × 109 1.9 × 109

1015 1.5 × 1013 3.6 × 1012 3.2 × 109 8.8 × 1011 2.1 × 1011 1.9 × 1011

1016 1.5 × 1015 7.8 × 1014 3.2 × 1013 4.1 × 1014 2.1 × 1013 1.9 × 1013

Table 3: Orders of magnitude of D3 brane soft breaking terms and the gravitino mass for a range

of string scales. All the results are in GeV.

Having listed the generic values for masses of various moduli for a range of values of the

string scale, we can pick out a few exemplary scenarios and analyse their phenomenology in

more detail. We restrict ourselves to considering all MSSM matter being put exclusively on

D3 or D7 branes, without D3-D7 fields. A particular compactification yielding the MSSM

spectrum in this sub-class of models is yet to be found. In this paper we take the bottom

up approach and assume that this has been achieved. Some possible constructions, albeit

not fixing all the moduli, are described in [21 – 25].
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3. Matter on D7 branes

3.1 Generalised fluxed MSSM

If matter is put on D7 branes only, the large volume compactifications give rise to leading

order in the 1/V expansion to the fluxed MSSM soft terms derived in [6]. The gaugino

masses, A-terms, scalar masses, and B-term are determined in terms of the gravitino mass

m3/2 = M by

m1/2 = M , A = −3M , m0 = |M | , B = −2M , (3.1)

where the B term in the scalar potential is taken to be −m2
3H1H2 = −µBH1H2. It was

shown in [14] that the inclusion of nonperturbative and α′ effects does not affect this

computation significantly.

The phenomenology of this type of models was investigated in ref. [7], where it was

assumed that the couplings unify at the GUT scale MGUT ∼ 1016GeV. In contrast to this,

we expect the gauge couplings to unify at the string scale, which may be different from

MGUT , as shown in table 3.

The large volume models impose a relationship between the gravitino mass M and the

string scale ms. The string scale required for obtaining TeV size scalar masses, without

any fine tuning in W0, is of the order 109 − 1010GeV. However, it is well known that with

the MSSM spectrum alone, the gauge couplings unify at approximately 1016GeV. In order

to obtain gauge unification at a lowered scale, extra matter at a certain scale must exist

to modify the running of the gauge couplings.2 We choose this scale to be 1TeV in order

to avoid introducing a new hierarchy. Since the vector-like representation of the additional

matter allows for explicit mass terms, they are expected to be of the order of the string

scale and must therefore be lowered to 1TeV by some mechanism. We will also assume

that the Yukawa couplings of the extra matter to MSSM matter are negligible. To find

out what extra matter needs to be added in order to achieve gauge unification, we may

use the 1-loop RGEs for the MSSM including extra matter, found in the appendix of [26].

The relevant equations are

16π2 dg1

dt
= g3

1

(

33

5
+

nQ

5
+

8nU

5
+

2nD

5
+

nS

10
+

3

5
n2 +

6

5
nE

)

(3.2)

16π2 dg2

dt
= g3

2 (1 + 3nQ + n2) (3.3)

16π2 dg3

dt
= g3

3 (−3 + 2nQ + nU + nD + nS) . (3.4)

Here g1, g2, g3 are the gauge couplings for U(1), SU(2) and SU(3), respectively (g1 being

GUT normalised), while t = ln µ with µ the DR renormalisation scale. n2 is the number

of additional vector-like lepton superfield doublets L + L̄ and nE the number of right

handed lepton singlets E + Ē. nQ, nU , nD, nS are the numbers of Q + Q̄, U + Ū ,D + D̄

and exotic “sextons” S which are colour triplets, electroweak singlets and have Y = 1/6. It

2For certain types of branes at singularities, gauge unification is not necessary. Similarly this is true of

models with intersecting or magnetised D-branes. We will investigate this possibility later in the text.
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is straightforward to see that lowering the string scale is easily achieved by using nonzero

values only for n2, nE . A one loop analysis shows that the choice n2 = 4, nE = 6 unifies the

couplings at approximately 1.2× 109 GeV. To study the renormalisation group behaviour,

we use SoftSUSY1.9 [27] modified so that RGEs with extra matter are used above the

scale of 1TeV. A 1-loop analysis is performed, giving a sufficient level of accuracy for our

needs. The values used for Standard Model input parameters are the current central values:

mt = 172.7GeV [28], mb(mb)
MS = 4.25GeV, αs(MZ) = 0.1187, α−1(MZ)MS = 127.918,

MZ = 91.1187GeV [29].

For ms ∼ 109GeV, the RGE analysis results in the stop being the LSP. This did not

occur in the scenario with GUT scale unification. The reason is that the scalar masses

do not evolve sufficiently for a lowered string scale. The mass of the lightest stop t̃1 is

determined by the diagonalising the matrix

(

(m2
L̃
)33 + m2

t + (1/2 − 2s2
W /3)M2

Zc2β mt((AU )33 − µ cot β)

mt((AU )33 − µ cot β) (m2
ũR)33 + m2

t + (2/3)s2
W M2

Zc2β

)

. (3.5)

Here c2β = cos 2β and sW is the sine of the weak mixing angle. In figure 1 the evolution

of the tree level stop mass is shown together with the lightest neutralino mass, for both

the intermediate scale and GUT cases. Even though the tree level mass squared becomes

negative at intermediate renormalisation scales, we do not anticipate a charge and colour

breaking minimum [30]. This is because the physical mass squared (a better approximation

to the relevant term in the effective potential than the tree-level mass) is positive.

Since the MSSM spectrum of these models does not provide a natural candidate for

dark matter [31], we have to look for one elsewhere, e.g. in the moduli sector. Also, the

models will have to be R-parity violating so that the light stop decays quickly and does

not spoil the successful predictions of nucleosynthesis. Another potential difficulty in the

cosmological context could be posed by the light bulk moduli for the string scale of order

109GeV, as pointed out in Section 2.

The models can still be subjected to other experimental constraints, such as the ones

coming from precision measurements of the b → sγ branching ratio and the anomalous

magnetic moment of the muon.

The most recent average measurement of the b → sγ branching ratio may be obtained

from [32] and is (3.39 ± 0.30) × 10−4. The theoretical uncertainty in this result is [33]

0.30 × 10−4; adding the two errors in quadrature, we obtain the 1σ bound, BR(b → sγ) =

(3.4 ± 0.4) × 10−4.

We also impose limits on the new physics contribution to aµ = (gµ − 2)/2. The ex-

perimental value of aµ is (11659208 ± 6) × 10−10 [34]. The Standard Model computation

yields [35, 36] (11659189 ± 6) × 10−10 for the same quantity. This results in the 1σ bound

on the non-SM contribution to aµ, δaµ = (19 ± 9) × 1010. It is important to note that δaµ

usually has the same sign as µ, so µ > 0 is preferred by experiment.

We also impose bounds on the Higgs mass obtained by the LEP2 collaborations [37].

The lower bound is 114.4 GeV at the 95% CL. The error in theoretical predictions is

estimated to 3GeV so we require mh > 111GeV on the SoftSUSY1.9 prediction.
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Figure 1: Evolution of the lightest stop and neutralino masses for the ms ∼ 109GeV and ms =

mGUT scenarios. The tree level stop mass squared is negative for renormalisation mass scales in

the range 103 − 107GeV in the former case, so
√

|m2

t̃1
| is plotted. The boundary condition is

M = 350GeV and tanβ = 10, µ positive.

One can consider a simple modification of this scenario with a raised string scale, by

allowing some fine tuning in W0. Namely, one can decrease V while decreasing W0, hence

increasing ms but also decreasing the amount of SUSY breaking. Let us consider the cases

ms ∼ 1012GeV and ms ∼ 1014GeV.3 In the former case, to make the gauge couplings

unify at the string scale, we add n2 = 2, nE = 3. In the ms ∼ 1014GeV case, we need to

add n2 = 1, nE = 1. Interestingly, already in the ms ∼ 1012GeV case, the LSP becomes

a neutralino. We can then apply the hypothesis that the neutralino constitutes all of the

cold dark matter relic density. The WMAP [38, 39] constraint on the relic density of dark

matter particles (at the 3σ level) is

0.084 < Ωh2 < 0.138 . (3.6)

However, the B = −2M condition cannot be satisfied for any values of ms,M with

µ > 0 and can only be satisfied for µ < 0 for string scales 1014GeV and above. To see this,

one notes that the EWSB conditions

µ2 =
−m2

H1
tan2 β + m2

H1

tan2 β − 1
− 1

2
M2

Z , (3.7)

µB =
1

2
sin 2β(m2

H1
+ m2

H2
+ 2µ2) (3.8)

3It should be noted that lifting the string scale does not remove the cosmological problems associated

with light bulk moduli, since masses of some of these are proportional to W0.
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Figure 2: Ratio B(ms)/2M for (a) µ > 0 and (b) µ < 0, M = 350GeV and M = 1300GeV.

determine the values of B and µ at the scale MSUSY =
√

mt̃1
mt̃2

in terms of tan β and the

soft breaking masses mH1
,mH2

. One then needs to evolve back to the string scale to check

whether the condition B = −2M can be satisfied.

The dependence of the ratio |B|/(2M) on tan β is displayed in figure 2, for various

choices of string scale. Solutions to B = −2M exist only for the low tan β region and

µ < 0. However, it can be verified that in this region, the Higgs is too light compared to

the LEP2 bound.

Therefore we will neglect for the time being the boundary condition B = −2M , as-

suming that the values for the µ and B-terms required for correct electroweak symmetry

breaking (EWSB) are generated by some unknown mechanism.

There are then two free parameters, the mass scale M and tan β. The b → sγ branching

ratio, δaµ and Ωh2 are computed using the micrOmegas1.3 package [40] interfaced with

SoftSUSY1.9 via the SUSY Les Houches Accord [41]. The results are plotted in figure 3 for

ms ∼ 109GeV and in figure 4 for ms ∼ 1012GeV. Although the dark matter relic density

computation is sensitive to the details of the low energy spectrum, the allowed region in

the M − tan β plane should not shift significantly when two-loop RGE equations are used

instead of one-loop ones. Note that for tan β greater than around 40 one cannot obtain

correct EWSB and those values are not included in the graphs. Because the LSP is the

stop for ms ∼ 109GeV, we do not plot Ωh2 in figure 3.

MSSM spectra for a few sample points in the parameter space for which both the

δaµ and BR(b → sγ) constraints are satisfied are shown in table 4. The points chosen

are denoted by A,B in figure 3 and C,D in figure 4. Point C satisfies all the constraints,

including the χ0
1 cold dark matter hypothesis. The other points satisfy the BR(b → sγ)

and (g− 2)µ constraints. In the ms ∼ 1012GeV, µ < 0 case, it is not possible to satisfy the

dark matter constraint.
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ms ∼ 109 GeV. 2σ bounds are used for µ > 0 while 3σ ones are used for µ < 0.
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and ms ∼ 1012 GeV. 2σ bounds are used for µ > 0 while 3σ ones are used for µ < 0.

As mentioned before, it is also possible to construct models where gauge unfication

does not take place at the string scale. We investigate that possibility for completeness,

using the standard MSSM RGEs without any extra matter. In this case, two loop RGEs are

used rather than one loop RGEs. The results, however, turn out not to differ significantly

from the unification at ms scenario.
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A B C D

ms 109 109 1012 1012

tan β 10 5 6 7

M 600 600 370 600

sgnµ + - + -

ẽL, µ̃L 685 684 436 702

ẽR, µ̃R 633 633 395 637

τ̃L 681 684 437 699

τ̃R 618 630 389 630

ũ1, c̃1 973 973 701 1099

ũ2, c̃2 1013 1013 728 1143

t̃1 343 385 237 500

t̃2 885 873 678 973

d̃1, s̃1 968 968 698 1093

d̃2, s̃2 1016 1016 732 1146

b̃1 807 814 593 924

b̃2 949 958 690 1078

χ0
1 378 381 201 336

χ0
2 543 556 321 544

χ0
3 764 802 585 916

χ0
4 782 807 601 919

χ±
1 543 556 321 544

χ±
2 781 808 600 921

A0,H0 1008 1065 732 1151

H± 1012 1067 736 1153

g̃ 1014 1014 736 1150

ν̃1,2 680 680 429 698

ν̃3 674 679 428 694

B(b → sγ)/10−4 2.8 4.4 2.9 4.3

δaµ/10−10 3.0 −1.6 4.2 −2.0

Ωh2 — — 0.111 2.01

Table 4: Sparticle spectra for the intermediate scale models. All masses are in GeV.

4. Matter on D3 branes

Let us now investigate the semi-realistic scenarios that can be constructed assuming the

Standard Model lives on a set of D3 branes. For this we have to consider the spectrum

in table 3. Notice that there is a hierarchy between the scalar and the gaugino masses.

The difference between the two masses decreases when the string scale is increased. At the

GUT scale they tend to be of the same size but apparently too heavy. For any other scale

the scalars are much heavier than the gauginos. At an intermediate string scale the scalar
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masses are of order 1 TeV but the gauginos are too light. At first sight we might conclude

that anomaly mediation contribution to the gaugino masses would be dominant but the

no-scale nature of our models is such that this contribution is also negligible.

Loop corrections are not large enough to lift the gaugino masses to realistic values.

Only for A terms of order ∼ 107GeV loop corrections induce gaugino masses of order TeV

but at that scale scalar masses are very heavy (∼ 107GeV). We then would have to argue

that fine-tuning similar to split supersymmetry is at work to keep the Higgs light.

A second alternative is to consider the case in which the scalar and gaugino masses are

of the same order, which in table 3 corresponds to the GUT scale. Again, the value of W0

can be fine tuned to lower the effective masses of scalars and gauginos to the TeV range.

We will consider next each of these two scenarios.

4.1 Intermediate scale split SUSY

We choose the string scale to be ∼ 1013GeV, with the scalar masses of order 107GeV.

One might worry that the gauginos will be extremely heavy as well due to the AMSB

contribution. However, it was shown in [42] that in no-scale type models the AMSB

contribution to the gaugino mass is vanishing (see the appendix).

There are two kinds of corrections to this result in our models — firstly, we include

perturbative α′ corrections in the Kähler potential, and secondly, we include nonpertur-

bative contributions to the superpotential W. At tree level, the gaugino masses are set by

the size of FS , which is induced by nonzero mixing between the dilaton and Kähler moduli

once α′ corrections are included. However, FS is proportional to 1/V2 and is very small

for large volume. As seen above, the one loop anomaly-induced contribution also vanishes

in the no-scale approximation.

In the two Kähler modulus model investigated in [14], we have ∂sK ∼ 1
V

and ∂bK ∼
1

V2/3
with s, b denoting the small and large Kähler moduli, respectively. The nonperturba-

tive contributions to the F-terms are Fnp
s ∼ 1

V
and Fnp

b ∼ 1
V4/3

. Therefore, the contributions

KiF
i
np to the gaugino mass in formula (A.5) in the Appendix scale like 1/V2. Similarly,

the contribution to gaugino masses from FS is of the same form. Therefore the anomaly

contribution is not as large as would follow from the naive estimate based on just including

the superconformal anomaly contribution proportional to m3/2.

Hence we arrive at a scenario with the string scale at around 1013GeV, the scalar

masses at m̃ ∼ 107GeV and gaugino masses approximately vanishing at the string scale.

The first question to be considered is whether it is possible to generate gaugino masses

sufficiently large to pass experimental lower bounds through RG evolution to lower scales.

To answer this, one must consider the two-loop MSSM RGEs for gaugino masses (as found

in [43]):

d

dt
Ma =

2g2
a

16π2
baMa+ (4.1)

2g2
a

(16π2)2





∑

b

Babg
2
b (Ma + Mb) +

∑

α=u,d,e

Cα
a (tr(Y α†hα) − Matr(Y

α†

Y α))



 .
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The SUSY breaking trilinear scalar couplings hα (defined in terms of the more familiar A

notation via hα
ij = Aα

ijY
α
ij , Y α being the Yukawa couplings) enter the two loop renormali-

sation; if they are large enough it might be possible to generate sufficient gaugino masses

in the running between the string scale and the scalar mass scale.

We will have to assume that the Higgs mass squared is fine-tuned at the scalar mass

scale to be negative and of order −m2
ew. Given this assumption, below scale m̃, the effective

field theory spectrum is that of split supersymmetry [44, 45]: all the SM particles including

one light Higgs doublet H, together with gauginos B̃, W̃ , g̃ and higgsinos H̃u, H̃d. The

Lagrangian consists of kinetic terms and

m2H†H − λ

2
(H†H)2 −

(

Y u
ij q̄juiεH

∗ + Y d
ij q̄jdiH + Y e

ij l̄jeiH

+
M3

2
g̃Ag̃A +

M2

2
W̃ aW̃ a +

M1

2
B̃B̃ + µH̃T

u εH̃d

+
H†

√
2
(g̃uσaW̃ a + g̃′uB̃)H̃u +

HT ε√
2

(−g̃dσ
aW̃ a + g̃′dB̃)H̃d + h.c.

)

, (4.2)

where σa are the Pauli matrices and ε = iσ2. Below the scale of the scale of the scalar

masses, we use the RGEs of split supersymmetry, listed in the Appendix of [45].

The simplest experimental constraint to impose is the one on the Higgs mass. The

Higgs quartic coupling λ is matched at the scalar mass scale by the formula

λ(m̃) =
g2(m̃) + g′2(m̃)

4
cos2 2β. (4.3)

g and g′ are the values of the SU(2) and U(1)Y gauge couplings, and the relation between

the GUT normalised g1 and g′ is g1 =
√

5/3g′. Equation (4.3) can be obtained by matching

the split SUSY Lagrangian (4.2) with the usual SUSY Lagrangian valid above the scalar

mass m̃. It receives finite threshold corrections of order A2/m̃2, but this is negligible in our

models. The boundary conditions for g̃u,d, g̃
′
u,d are similarly given at scale m̃ in terms of

g, g′ and tan β. The values of g, g′ at the scale m̃ are found by a simple one-loop evolution

from their experimentally determined values at MZ ; after that one evolves λ down to MZ

using the split SUSY RGEs.

The renormalisation effects on λ are large and it is natural to obtain a Higgs signif-

icantly heavier than the LEP2 bound. The Higgs mass is estimated as mH =
√

λv with

v = 246.22GeV. mH ranges from ∼ 142 GeV to ∼ 163 GeV depending on the values of

tan β, the top mass and the scalar masses m̃. The principal dependency is through the

value of the top Yukawa, i.e. the top mass. The tree level formula for the Yukawa coupling

is mpole
t

√
2 = yt(mt)v(mt), giving yt = 0.99 for mt = 172.7 GeV. The dominant one loop

corrections to this are [47]

mpole
t

√
2 = yt(mt)v(mt)

(

1 +
g2
3(mt)

3π2
− y2

t (mt)

8π2

)

, (4.4)

giving yt(mt) = 0.96. We use the 1-loop corrected value for greater accuracy. As can be

seen in figure 5, the Higgs mass is essentially independent of tan β for large values of tan β.
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Figure 5: The value of the Higgs mass against tanβ for m̃ = 106GeV and m̃ = 108GeV.

Next we study the RGE evolution of gaugino masses and the µ-term. We assume that

the gaugino masses at the high scale are close to 0GeV and that the magnitude of the

µ-term is tuned to 100GeV. The A-terms are taken to be negative and between 104 and

107 GeV in magnitude. With these initial conditions at the string scale ms we evolve down

to the scalar mass scale m̃. The results for gaugino masses and the µ-term at the scale of

MZ are shown in figure 6. The salient features are a heavy gluino, a slight change in the

µ-term, a small increase in M1, and a moderate one in M2.

We have checked that the results are largely insensitive to the choice of gaugino masses

at ms in the range 0 − 10GeV. We also investigated the effects of modifying the RGE

equations above the scale m̃ so that the gauge couplings unify at the string scale of around

1013GeV. This is achieved by having 2 extra lepton doublets and 3 extra lepton singlets.

Again, the results for gaugino masses and the µ term at scale MZ are largely unaffected.

The next issue to address is that of dark matter in this scenario. As discussed in [45],

there are three different possibilities.

The Bino by itself cannot be the dark matter particle, since it is a gauge singlet and

only interacts with the Higgs and higgsinos through the terms

H†

√
2
g̃′uB̃H̃u +

HT ε√
2

g̃′dB̃H̃d + h.c. (4.5)

Therefore not a sufficient number of channels are available for its annihilation and the

resulting dark matter density would be too large [45].

The LSP could be a mixture of Bino and higgsino if M1 and µ are comparable in size,
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Figure 6: Gaugino masses and the µ-term for m̃ = 106, 107, 108GeV. The boundary condition at

the string scale is M1 = M2 = M3 = 1GeV and µ = 100GeV.

with relic density

Ωχh2 ≈ 0.1
µ2(M2

1 + µ2)2

m4
χTeV2 . (4.6)

We consider the m̃ = 107GeV scenario, with µ = 200GeV at the string scale. The relic

density is computed using formula (4.6) and its dependence on tan β is shown in figure 7.

Also included is the graph of the relic density for m̃ = 108GeV and µ = 500GeV at the

string scale. It is clear that with appropriately chosen values of µ and tan β it is possible

to obtain an acceptable dark matter relic density. The particle spectrum for m̃ = 107GeV,

µ = 200GeV and tan β = 22, satisfying the dark matter hypothesis, is shown in table 5.
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Particle Mass

χ0
1 123

χ0
2 204

χ0
3 240

χ0
4 407

χ+
1 212

χ+
2 383

g̃ 1033

Ωh2 0.11

Table 5: Supersymmetric particle spectrum for m̃ = 107GeV, µ = 200GeV and tanβ = 22.
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Figure 7: The dark matter relic density Ωh2 in the heavy scalar scenario, for m̃ = 107GeV,

µ = 200GeV and m̃ = 108GeV, µ = 500GeV.

The second case is that of a heavy higgsino being the LSP. In this case the relic

abundance is

ΩH̃h2 = 0.09
( µ

TeV

)2
. (4.7)

Scenarios with m̃ slightly above 108GeV can realise this possibility, since then the Bino

has mass above 700GeV. With a µ-term chosen to be 1 − 1.2TeV at the string scale ms,

it is possible to obtain the correct relic abundance. For example, with A = −3 × 106GeV

and tan β = 40 we have (at scale MZ) M1 ∼ 2200GeV, M2 ∼ 5600GeV, M3 ∼ 12000GeV

whereas µ = 1006GeV.
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The last possibility is that of a Wino LSP and relic abundance

ΩW̃ h2 = 0.02

(

M2

TeV

)2

. (4.8)

However, this cannot be realised in our scenarios, since the Wino is always heavier than

the Bino.

4.2 Stringy mSUGRA

We note that the string scale is independent of the flux superpotential parameter W0,

whereas all the soft terms are directly proportional to it. Therefore we can take ms ∼
1016GeV, put all the matter on D3 branes and lower the value of W0 to obtain realistic

values for the scalar masses and other soft parameters. Note that the gravitino mass will

also be lowered in this process, and its size will be roughly just one order of magnitude

above the scalar masses. We must be careful for a number of reasons, since lowering W0

means lowering the magnitude of supersymmetry breaking in the nonSUSY AdS minimum

of [14]. Therefore the D-term contribution to SUSY breaking might become significant

compared to the F-term contributions. However, this is not the case since both D and

F-terms are proportional to the value of W0.

Therefore, we have two parameters to control - V and W0. Increasing V decreases

the string scale, while decreasing W0 decreases the soft terms only (since the amount of

supersymmetry breaking is reduced). However, the only reasonable scenarios with scalar

masses of O(1TeV) will arise from the scenario with string scale 1016GeV and appropri-

ately reduced W0. The string scale cannot be reduced any further, since that would entail

increasing V significantly and the ratio of gaugino to scalar masses would become very

small, leading back to the split SUSY scenario.

5. Other possibilities

One could also consider D3 or D7 branes in a warped region, so that the warp factor reduces

the scalar masses to a small value. This however also reduces the value of the string scale

to a smaller value. The resulting small gap between the scalar mass scale and the string

scale makes it difficult to achieve unification at the string scale - one needs a large amount

of extra matter. For example, if the string scale is lowered to 106 GeV, one needs at least

14 new multiplets, and with the string scale at 104GeV, one needs 51. The construction of

string models in which this type of scenarios can be realised is open.

6. Conclusions

We have presented three distinctive scenarios of low-energy supersymmetry breaking which

were derived from string compactifications. It is very appealing to be able go such a long

way - from a string theory compactification with fluxes to computing the spectrum at low

energy of specific models. It is also illustrative to see how difficult it is to obtain fully

realistic scenarios given the many cosmological and phenomenological constraints.
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The three scenarios we studied have several interesting properties and represent a

progress in the right direction to close the gap between string theory and low-energy

physics. In particular the detailed spectrum of supersymmetric particles was obtained

at low-energies for representative examples.

Each of the scenarios has potential problems which illustrate the difficulties that can be

expected in general. The generalised fluxed MSSM scenario, despite its interesting features,

has to face the cosmological moduli problem which appears at every value of the string

scale, as mentioned in the text. We would have to rely on a solution of this problem in

order to consider this scenario to be fully realistic. Notice that this potential problem could

not have been envisioned in the original discussion of soft supersymmetry breaking induced

by fluxes since there was no mechanism to fix the Kähler structure moduli. Also, for scales

lower than 1012GeV the stop is the LSP instead of a neutralino. Barring these problems

we found that the parameter space is greatly reduced by the standard phenomenological

constraints. The case µ > 0 is not compatible with the boundary condition for the B

term, while for µ < 0,ms < 1016GeV only low tan β solutions exist and the Higgs mass is

below the LEP2 bound. This problem may be alleviated by relaxing the B term boundary

condition, e.g. by considering the Higgs coming from D3-D7 strings. Our lack of control of

the Kähler potential for these fields does not allow us to make a concrete statement about

this possibility.

The intermediate scale split supersymmetry scenario needs the usual fine tuning in

order to keep the Higgs light. Again the D3-D7 particles could alleviate this problem if their

masses were under control. Furthermore, despite sharing with the split supersymmetry

scenario the property that the scalars are hierarchically heavier than the gauginos, it has

to be pointed out that in our scenario the string scale is intermediate and therefore we do

not expect the standard MSSM gauge coupling unification to work.

The stringy mSUGRA scenario requires a tuning of the flux superpotential in order to

achieve a GUT string scale. This tuning however may be argued to be less severe than the

tuning of the split supersymmetry that needs to be made at the spectrum level, although

both rely on the existence of many flux vacua. Notice that in the stringy mSUGRA scenario,

without knowing any relationship among the relative coefficients, we can only estimate the

order of magnitude of the soft breaking terms.

It is fair to say also that each of the phenomenological constraints we have used may

be relaxed and the parameter space of realistic models can be substantially enhanced. For

example, non-universal flavour structure in the soft SUSY breaking terms can cancel the

supersymmetric contribution to BR(b → sγ). Also, evidence for a non-Standard Model

component of (g−2)µ is controversial and may turn out to not be relevant. Similarly, dark

matter could all reside in the hidden sector and the LSP could be unstable.

It is interesting to compare our results with the phenomenology of KKLT-type sce-

narios. The essential difference is that the large volume minima we found are non-

supersymmetric even before the lifting term is added. In KKLT scenarios, supersymmetry

is restored after fixing the Kähler moduli, so it is precisely the anti D3 brane term which

is responsible for supersymmetry breaking. Of course, the uplift gives non-zero values to

F-terms as well, but these will be parametrised in terms of the uplift potential. In fact it
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turns out [8, 9] that they are significantly suppressed with respect to the no-scale model

values. This implies that, for example, the moduli mediated contribution to the D7 scalar

masses is suppressed with respect to m3/2 and will generically compete with the AMSB

contribution. The same is true for gaugino masses, where it turns out that it is possible to

obtain a ‘mirage unification’ at the intermediate or even TeV scale by combining the two

contributions [10 – 12]. There were no realistic scenarios for D3 soft terms in that scenario.

Finally, it is worth pointing out that what we have analysed here are general scenarios

assuming that the Standard Model is on D3 or D7 branes. In order to be more concrete it

would be desirable to carry out this kind of analysis on explicit D-brane models, taking into

account potential matter and gauge fields beyond the MSSM, etc. There are clearly many

things to be done in this direction. Explicit model building may become more focused after

data from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) arrives.
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A. Gaugino masses in no-scale models

Let us consider the general formula for the gaugino mass in models with both moduli and

anomaly mediated SUSY breaking, as derived in [42]:

mG = − g2

16π2

(

(3TG − TR)m3/2 + (TG − TR)KiF
i +

2TR

dR
(log detK|′′R),iF

i

)

. (A.1)

Here TG is the Dynkin index for the adjoint representation, 3TG−TR is the one-loop gauge

beta function coefficient and TR is the Dynkin index associated with the representation

R of dimension dR, equal to 1/2 for the SU(N) fundamental; a sum over all the matter

representations R is understood in each term with the R subindex. K is the Kähler

potential, K ′′|R its second derivatives with respect to matter fields projected onto the

corresponding representation of G, and the F-terms are defined as4

F i = −eK/2Kī DjW, (A.2)

with W the superpotential. The first term in equation (A.1) is the usual super-Weyl

anomaly induced term present in any supergravity theory. The second and third terms

arise from Kähler and sigma-model anomalies.

For simplicity let us consider the case of a single Kähler modulus model. Let us assume

that the Kähler potential is of the no-scale form,

K = −3 log

(

T + T ∗ − 1

3
φφ∗

)

(A.3)

4The minus sign is inserted to make the definition agree with the global supersymmetry one in the limit

MP → ∞.
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where φ is the matter field. Taking derivatives with respect to matter fields, one gets the

result for a particular representation R

1

dR
log det K|′′R =

1

3
K, (A.4)

assuming that the vevs of visible matter vanish. Hence from formula (A.1) we get

mG = − g2

16π2

(

(3TG − TR)m3/2 + (TG − TR)KiF
i +

2

3
TRKiF

i

)

(A.5)

= − g2

48π2
(3TG − TR)(3m3/2 + KiF

i). (A.6)

In no-scale models SUSY breaking corresponds to nonzero values of the auxiliary field

corresponding to T. The gravitino mass is equal to

m3/2 = eK/2W. (A.7)

Also

F T = −eK/2KT T̄ DT W = −eK/2 (T + T ∗)2

3
(∂T K)W = eK/2(T + T ∗)W. (A.8)

assuming that T is absent from the superpotential. Therefore we have

KT F T + 3m3/2 = −3eK/2W + 3eK/2W = 0. (A.9)

It can easily be checked that this result generalises to the n-Kähler modulus case, due to

the no-scale property Kī∂iK∂̄K = 3 with i, j ranging over all Kähler moduli. It follows

from equation (A.5) that the AMSB contribution to gaugino masses is vanishing.
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